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ABSTRACT
Over 150 million children worldwide are estimated to be engaged in some form of child labor, with nearly one in every
four children between the ages of 5 and 14 engaged in potentially harmful work in the world’s poorest countries. Child
labor compromises children’s physical, mental, social and educational development. It also reinforces cycles of poverty,
negatively affecting the ecosystem necessary for business to
thrive in a sustainable manner. Against a backdrop of multiple international and national laws against child labor, corporations also adopt policies on child labor. However, new
methods of globally dispersed production have made this
commitment to sustainability issues across supply chains
more challenging. In this work we examine, through the
lens of Bloomberg’s environmental, social and governance
(ESG) and financial data, trends in corporate child labor
policies and their relationship to classic economic variables
as a first step in understanding sustainability issues across
global supply networks.

1.

INTRODUCTION

As of 2012, 168 million children, accounting for 11% of
the overall child population, are estimated to be engaged
in some form of child labor [1]. Child labor goes beyond
“child work”—understood by many as something legitimate
and formative to the child—to include forms of work that
are harmful: damaging their health, exploiting them physically or sexually, and preventing them from getting an education [2]. Child labor also perpetuates a vicious circle of
poverty through generations. By forcing children to work at
a young age one denies them access to education, in turn
lowering their chances to achieve future higher incomes that
would make child labor obsolete for future generations [3].
Therefore, in addition to protecting children from labor,
they must also be given the opportunity to get an education [4].
The widespread adoption of multiple international and national human rights laws and instruments has led to progress
in reducing the prevalence of child labor. However, global-
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ization has brought additional complexity to these efforts [5]
with the proliferation of value chains of global buyer-supplier
networks that cut across different legal jurisdictions. To navigate this uneven legal landscape, and to respond to growing
public pressure, companies have increasingly adopted corporate codes of conduct and self-reporting mechanisms to
uphold human rights and transparency norms across their
supply chain [6].
The shift towards practices in global supply networks is not
only altruistic. Compelling commercial reasons encourage
global organizations to manage the risk of child labor, fighting to reduce the practice within the supply chain in a sustainable way [7]. If child labor is found within a company’s
supply chain, it can have a negative financial impact in the
form of diminished reputation, often called “supply chain
sustainability risk” [8]. Studies suggest that potential negative impact from a supplier with poor management practices
can lead to an average 12% loss in market capitalization [9].
On the positive side, a sustainable supply chain can ease the
retention and attraction of talent [10].
The first step in understanding this evolving view of sustainable Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is to look at the
existing state of adoption of child labor policies by corporations worldwide. Thanks to both the increased attention
from market investors interested in knowing which companies adopt sustainable supply chain practices [9, 10] and the
growing socially responsible investment (SRI) movements
that favor the Triple Bottom Line (i.e. financial, social,
environmental outcomes), financial data vendors, such as
Bloomberg L.P., increasingly explore, gather, and offer environmental, social and governance (ESG) data about companies observance or consideration of sustainability practices,
including child labor [11].
Building on a public-private “data for good” agreement between UNICEF and Bloomberg L.P., this paper provides
an analysis of trends in the adoption of corporate child labor policies as a first step towards a holistic understanding of sustainability concerns across global supply networks.
We present an exploratory analysis of child labor policy
adoption trends based on ESG data available through the
Bloomberg Terminal.

2.

CHILD LABOR POLICIES

Advocacy efforts to fight child labor, and more generally
improve working conditions as part of human rights efforts,
take several different approaches. Significant efforts focus on
working with governments to pass new legislation that establishes new protections for workers. Additionally, these
efforts coordinate with enforcement authorities to ensure
that existing protections are enforced. However, principles
of national sovereignty and the proliferation of a global supply networks create an uneven playing field for the protection of children against child labor [6]. Therefore, advocates
also work directly with companies to translate international
human rights tenets into corporate practices and behaviors
that condemn child labor policies in their own activities as
well as their supply chain. While adoption of a corporate
child labor policy may not have as broad an impact as new
legislation, it can be easier to achieve and cross international
boundaries. While corporate codes have strengths and weakness [6], when combined with sustainability issues, they are
still an attractive option for dealing with new models of
global sourcing practices.
There is large variation in the types of child labor policies
companies can adopt. Bernstein and Greenwald [12] conducted a survey of such policies and found that they vary in
the level of specificity and coverage. Some policies are short
boiler plate material, while others include a detailed enforcement mechanism. For example, few policies endorse specific
labor standards. Our goal in this paper is to record the
presence of such a policy, as a explicit signal of a company’s
commitment to condemn child labor. As new methods of
global production become the norm, these corporate signals
are critical to address sustainability concerns across globally
dispersed networks of buyers and suppliers.
Large organizations with a mandate to protect vulnerable
children, such as UNICEF [13] and UN Global Compact,
have undertaken CSR approaches to engagement with businesses to incentivize responsible policies and behavior. A
holistic understanding of how companies’ child labor policies are adopted and changed based on horizontal and network influence is very appealing. In addition multinational
corporations and markets have compelling commercial reasons to respectively manage and monitor sustainability and
protection from child labor in the supply chain. For example, UNICEF’s childrenâĂŹs rights and business agenda
promotes corporate responsibility to support childrenâĂŹs
rights in the workplace.1 UNICEF works directly with companies around the world to develop good practice, set precedents, and craft model child labor policies for companies
to adopt and enforce. Stopping child labor in a company’s
supply chain can be complex [14], but these types of efforts
can aid the process. Specially with engaging strategies that
do not only look for the company not to be in contact with
child labor but to actively work in tackling the child labor
as an issue [5].

3.

DATA

The Bloomberg Terminal is the leading financial information platform, widely used in the financial industry. The
Terminal collects, organizes and disseminates many diverse
1
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streams of data relevant for financial decision making. These
data sources include market price data, news, economic indicators, and financial disclosures from tens of thousands of
companies.
The Bloomberg Terminal provides ESG information on thousands of companies on a yearly basis [11]. Central to our
analysis, this information includes whether the company has
a child labor policy. Additionally, the terminal provides data
about supply chains, mapping relations between companies
and their financial dependencies. We use these two datasets
as the main drivers of our child labor analysis.
Under a data philanthropy agreement, we collected data regarding yearly revenue, market capitalization, industry sector, number of employees, country of domicile, and presence of child labor policies, as well as information regarding
whether a company is privately or publicly held and whether
a company is a subsidiary. We only include publicly held
companies, since Bloomberg rarely includes ESG data for
private companies. Additionally, Bloomberg does not collect ESG data on every publicly held company. The data
collection effort focuses on companies listed on major global
indices, or with market capitalization over $30 million. Furthermore, only companies that report quantitative ESG data
are included in Bloomberg’s data collection. This leaves us
with data for 25,508 globally distributed companies in the
period 2010-2015.
Bloomberg records one of three values for a company’s child
labor policy in each year: Yes, No, and Not Available. A
value of “Yes” is recorded for a company in a given year if a
policy is referenced in a financial disclosure document, or another document released by the company in the given year.
If no evidence exists in released documents for a company
in the given year, Bloomberg records a “No”. If Bloomberg
does not cover ESG values for a company, then they record
a value of “Not Available.” Note that this field only records
a binary presence of a policy.

4.

CHILD LABOR POLICY ANALYSIS

Policy Adoption. Table 1 summarizes the number of companies with a child labor policy each year between 2010 and
2015. Out of those companies for which there is data for
2015 on their child labor policies, only around 30% have a
child labor policy, indicating that the majority of the market does not mention child labor whatsoever. However, the
trend is positive; the percentage of companies has risen each
year, and nearly doubled since 2010. It is important to remember the sample being considered in this data; those companies for which Bloomberg collects ESG data. These companies are large companies or traded on major exchanges,
which may be companies that have a higher likelihood of
having such a policy in general.

Country/Region. Figure 1A shows the number of companies in the data by region with and without a child labor
policy. Europe has the most companies overall, and Latin
America the least. India, China and the United States stand
out as countries with the most companies. Of areas with
large coverage, European countries are the most likely to
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Table 1: Overview of child labor policy data. Number of companies per year with Y , N , and N/A tags.
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Figure 1: Overview of financial data. A, Geographic distribution of tracked companies with and without
policies on child labor in 2015. China and India are treated as separate regions due to their size. As such the
designation ‘Asia-Pacific’ covers all countries in the region excluding China and India. Left bar (red) indicates
no policy, right bar (blue) indicates policy. B, Distributions of market capitalization (million USD), revenue
(million USD), and number of employees for 2015 split on whether companies make reference to policies on
child labor (blue), do not mention child labor (red), or if there is no available data in the Bloomberg Terminal
(gray).
have (or report on) child labor policies while Chinese companies rarely have (or report on) a policy.

Company Financials. How is having a child labor policy
correlated with other company financial information? Figure 1B shows the distribution over market cap, revenue and
number of employees by child labor policy value as a box
plot. Companies with child labor policies in place have on
average larger market capitalizations, higher yearly revenue,
and employ more people. This visualization also shows how
Bloomberg focuses its efforts on gathering ESG data for
the largest, biggest and most profitable companies (compare
“policy” or “no policy” values to N/A). While this indicates
a positive correlation between these factors and companies
that are cognizant of child labor issues, we cannot identify
the nature of this relationship. Adoption of child labor policies may be more prevalent in larger companies, or larger
companies may be in industries that tend to have such policies.

Temporal Trends. The year over year trend shows positive
growth, but we want to understand how individual companies may be changing. Additionally, we want to understand whether these increases are coming from companies
who previously did not have a policy (N → Y ) or whether
this reflects an increase in coverage (N/A → Y ). Figure 2
shows the number of transitions each year: how many companies adopt a policy and how many abandon their policy.
This seems to depict a dynamic environment in which companies continuously change whether they have a child labor
policy. We observe that many companies are in fact adopting policies, and that increases are not just due to coverage
changes. However, the number of companies abandoning
policies is worrisome. This may be due to how Bloomberg
collects their data. Bloomberg records a Y for child labor
in a given year only if the company releases documentation
affirming the policy in that year. If a company highlights its
policy one year but does not mention it the next, this will
be registered as N , even though this may actually not indicate a change in policy—there is no way to distinguish this
with currently available data. Still, this trend is concerning
as it points to a potential future in which the number of
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cals, and Consumer Products sectors were the most likely to
abandon policies, whereas companies within the Consumer
Products, Chemicals, and Oil, Gas & Coal sectors are frequent adopters of child labor polices. This demonstrates a
great deal of variation within companies belonging to similar industries, and especially within Consumer Products and
Chemicals.
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Figure 2: Temporal trends in policy adoption. Number of transitions per year. Transitions in which
companies do not change their stance on child labor, or companies from whom there is no data are
not shown.
companies that stop referencing child labor policies grows
bigger than the new adopters. This is specially worrisome
given that most companies in 2015 did not reference a child
labor policy. Highlighting policies in disclosures could be
due to specific moments of attention in their CSR agenda.
For example, a company might make a big announcement
and release a strict code of conduct about child labor one
year, followed by years in which, while the code of conduct
is enforced, no further references are added to new documents. It is nevertheless a worrisome trend that should be
further investigated, if only for the impact it can have on
the much needed global awareness, advocacy and pressure
that still has to be made around the necessity to protect
children from child labor. With the growth of globally dispersed supply networks, these explicit and formalized means
of communication about a company’s policy on child labor
are critical to provide a ’holistic picture of value creation
overtime” across the supply chain [15].

vesting is whether adoption of sustainable policies has long
term impact on the company. We investigated correlations
between child labor policy adoption and the year over year
change in revenue. We compare companies that adopt a
child labor policy (N → Y ) versus companies that abandon
their policy Y → N ). Figure 4B illustrates these effects by
showing the effective change in yearly revenue, where effect
is calculated as the difference in revenue between the two
years. The distributions show that companies who adopt
a child labor policy on average have a lower probability
of experiencing a decline in revenue and in turn exhibit
a higher probability of higher earnings, compared to companies who abandon their policy. Rescaling the change in
revenue to a percentage change (with respect to the previous year revenue) reveals similar effects (Figure 4B, inset).
A two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test confirms that the
probability distribution for adaptation and abandonment of
child labor policies differ (p < 10−6 ).
Figure 4A presents another view of the data. We compute
the median year over year revenue change of companies organized by the type of policy transition between 2010 and
2015. To account for overall market performance we normalize the revenue changes in each year by the average revenue
change for all companies in our analysis. We find that companies that adopt a policy or keep their policy do better
than companies that abandon their policy or continue not
to have a policy.
These findings are in line with previous work that suggests
implementing a child labor policy can have an overall positive effect on revenue [9, 10]. These results suggest the value
of a further causal analysis of these factors.

5.
Sectors. Figure 3 shows the percentage of companies with
child labor policies versus not for the 30 largest sectors measured by number of companies. The percentage by sector
varies quite a bit, from Telecom (54%) to Asset Management (13%). However, the rank ordering does not reflect
actual child labor risk by industry. Asset Management as
an industry likely has little risk of child labor, as compared
to Metals & Mining, an industry with a known problem of
exploiting child labor. Our future analyses will pair this
sector breakdown with sector risk profiles, such as with the
analysis by the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board
(SASB) in their Materiality Map.2
We also looked at which sectors show the largest negative
trend: companies that abandoned references to child labor
policies in the last 6 years. Entities within Banking, Chemi2
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CHILD LABOR AND THE SUPPLY CHAIN

One of the primary challenges for companies in addressing child labor is their supply chain. Large multinational
companies often do not themselves employ child labor, but
they may purchase materials from smaller, regional companies that do. The problem of child labor cannot be solved
without considering the supply chain and the necessity for
multinational companies to manage and monitor sustainable
practices down the chain. This goes beyond implementing
fair business practices within an organization, but it is about
influencing the behavior of others [17].
In this sense, similar to how the influence of peer pressure
between individuals has been seen to propagate through a
social network e.g. [18, 19, 20], we hypothesize the same
process through a supply chain network describing the value
of the flow of goods and/or services between organizations.
Additionally, major international companies can exert considerable influence on legislative practices [5]. This is of spe-
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Figure 3: Sector Analysis. The percentage of companies for the 30 biggest industries (measured by number
of companies) that have a child labor policy. Top bars (red) are the percent of companies without a child
labor policy. Bottom bars (blue) have a policy. White numbers show counts.
cial importance as it can trigger secondary processes on a
legislative level, as provisions in national constitutions concerning social rights, including protection of children from
exploitation, are adopted both through influence between
other countries as well as the influence of temporal trends
in policy advocacy [21]. Furthermore, work by Rutherford
et al. [21] found a hierarchical structure in provisions concerning specific topics such that advanced rights tend to be
adopted only after basic and fundamental rights. For example, the protection of children from child labor is generally
preceded by the right to form a trade union; labor rights of
children come after labor rights for adults.
To understand the “peer pressure” effect of companies through
their supply chains, we analyzed supply chain data made
available through the Bloomberg Terminal. Bloomberg analyzes corporate disclosures and other available information
to infer supply chain relations between tens of thousands
of companies. The data is designed for small-scale analyses
of specific companies and their competitors, so the data is
not available for bulk download. Therefore, we conducted a
proof of concept analysis by considering the network of one
company with its 20 biggest suppliers, and in turn their 20
biggest suppliers, leading to an overall network of 250 unique
nodes (21 of which have a complete ego network) and 405
edges. In total, 168 nodes in the network have data for child
labor in 2015.
Figure 5A shows the resulting network, with node color indicating child labor policy and node size indicating company
size. Given that the supply chain was queried starting with a
high capitalization company, it is not surprising that there is
a general prevalence of companies with a child labor policy.
Using this network, we analyzed the tendency of companies
with child labor policies to be supplied by companies with

similar stances on child labor. In doing so we analyzed the
168 nodes network for which there is data on child labor
policies, calculating the ratio of Y suppliers (RY ) for both
Y nodes and N nodes. Figure 5B clearly shows a tendency
for Y companies to have a higher RY than N companies,
and also higher than the expected ratio in a random scenario (smaller than the expected RY in a random scenario
for N companies). There is a persistent general assortativity3 on the supply chain around referencing child labor policies (of 0.166 [16]), despite the limited size of our sample.
Whether this is an homophily effect, an influence one, or
related to regions of the network with higher capitalization
can change advocacy efforts of companies, governments and
international organizations. We plan to pursue this further
on a large sample of the supply chain network.

6.

DISCUSSION

This paper provides an analysis on corporate trends around
child labor policies adoption. With the emergence of global
supply networks, understanding the level of adoptions of
child labor policies by corporations is a first step towards
establishing supply chain sustainability.
Our findings suggest that implementing a policy may have
an overall positive effect on revenue. Nevertheless the complex relationship between a company’s economical performance and its social policies, and the many confounding factors, require further analysis to measure causal effects. Further analysis can confirm these findings, and illuminate the
mechanism by which child labor policies are impacting corporate behavior and profit. Additionally, the small sample
of supply chain data already points at dependencies between
network structure and the adoption of child labor policies.
3
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Figure 4: Quantifying the effect of child labor policies. A, Median year over year revenue of companies,
normalized by market performance in the given year, organized by the type of policy transition. Companies
that adopt a policy or keep their policy do better than companies that abandon their policy or continue not
to have a policy. B, Cumulative probability distribution of effective change in yearly revenue for companies
which implement a policy against child labor versus companies that abandon such policy. Between 2010-2015
804 companies implemented a policy, while 288 abandoned theirs. Effect is calculated as the difference in
revenue between the two years (y, y + 1) where the change occurred (δry,y+1 ). Inset shows the change in
percent, with differences being estimated from ry . Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests confirm that the
probability distribution for adaptation and abandonment of child labor policies differ (p < 10−6 ).
Nevertheless, larger availability of data on the supply chain
and its evolution over time will be needed to understand
further the implications of these dependencies.
Furthermore, these insights can shed new light both from an
advocacy and programmatic point of view as well as from
the point of view of better informing financial and investment decisions. The expanding efforts of Bloomberg and
other financial data service providers to gather ESG data can
benefit efforts to improve the global situation of the child.
These types of data collaborations show how data originally
intended to inform financial decision is now used to create
public value for children, helping bridge the data and scientific gaps that currently separate them. At the same time,
these new methods to analyze vulnerabilities can have significant spillovers for creating more robust and sustainable
markets, as well as for making better informed investments
with better returns. As such, these collaborations can go
beyond pure data for good by showing that doing good is,
actually, good business.
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